2021 -22 academic year “bridge course” in physical education

EXPECTED
LEARNING
OUTCOMES

Day – 1

Recreation
game

LEARNING
MATERIALS

Recreation
game

8TH STANDARD
COUNSELLING ACTIVITY

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY MANAGAMENT

Practical

All the students form a circle, starting from one student all

Hara hara bham bham

the students will tell the numbers in sequence eg; one

Hara hara

two three etc. the students whose turn is to tell number

bham bham

three and multiples of three are required to utter the

words “hara hara”. the students whose turn is to tell
number five and multiples of five are required to utter the

word “bham bham’. the person whos turn is to tell the

multiples of both three and five have to utter “hara hara
bham bham” if the students instead of uttering the words

tell the number, he is eliminated. The last three remaining
students are the winners
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Day -2

Learning of

1 Structure of

and

2

kabbaddi court

kabbaddi court
Measurements
centreline
bac line

bonus line

1.kabbaddi court measurement
8mts

Theory

1.Draw kabbaddi court and its dimensions on black board
to teach and make the students to draw in there book
and learn
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mts

end line and
lobby line

Day - 3

3.Kabbaddi
rules

Day - 4

Learning the

1.Chain catch

Kabbaddi

below the chain

attacking skills In 2.Escape
Chain catch,

Theory

3.List of kabbaddi rules

Teach the rules of kabbaddi and ask the students to list
out what is learnt.

Practical

1. Chain catch in semi circle

1.Form a team consisting 7 students and placed a
semicircle measuring 8 mts. students hold each others

hand in chain to hold the attacker, teacher demonstrate
how to raid and hold followed by the students.

Escape below

2. Teacher demonstrate how attacker excape below the

the chain.

chain to facilitate students learning.
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2. Escape below the chain in semi

Ankle catch
Wrist catch

Day - 5

circle

3.Ankle catch

Theory

3. Teacher divides into two teams consisting of 7 players

3.Ankle catch.

each. One team will be attacker and other will be

defender. The attackers raid the defenders practice

anklel catch this is demonstrated by the teacher, followed
by the students.

Teacher observe and make necessary correction.

4.Wrist catch

4.Wrist catch

4. When attacker raid the defenders practice wrist catch

this is demonstrated by the teacher and practiced by the
students.
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Day - 6

Learning the kho 1.Kho kho
kho court with

measurements.

court

dimensions

1.kho kho court dimensions and
measurements.

Theory

1. Teachers draw the diagram of Kho Kho court on
blackboard, involving the students to identify the
dimensions of the court to facilitate the students learning.

and

measurements

Day - 7

2.Kho kho
rules.

Day - 8
Learning the

skills of kho kho

1.zig zag run

2.3--6 up run.

Theory

2.list of the kho kho rules

2. Teacher teach the kho kho rules to student and ask
them to list out what is learnt.

Practical

1. Divide the students according to the strength , teacher

1.zig zag run

demonstrate to run in zig zag pattern(chain) in kho kho
court,

then

observing..

Zig zag ,3--6 up
run, tapping,
pole turning
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the

students

follow

and practice

by

2.(3-2-6)up run

2 Teacher form teams among the students and
demonstrate the skill 3-2-6 up , and make students to
practice and observe and make necessary corrections.

Day -9

3.Tapping.

Practical

3.Tapping

3. Teacher form two team, one will dodge and other will

chase. Now the chaser have to practice tapping by trying

to touch the dodger ankle this is demonstrated by the
teacher and make students to practice.

4.pole turning

4. Teacher form two team.and demonstrates how to pole

4.Pole turning

turn for one team and the other should go around the
pole. and this is practised by students one team after the
other. Teacher observe and make corrections.
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Day - 10

Learning football
court ,

dimension and

1.Court and

Dimensions.

Theory

1. Court and dimensions

1. Teacher draw the football court on the black board

and dimensions, and ask the students to draw and
learn in there books.

rules of the
game

Day - 11

Day - 12

Learning the skill
in foot ball

Ball heading and

2.Rules

1. Ball

heading

2.List out the rules of the game.

Theory

2. Teacher define the rules to the students, make them
to list in there books.

Practical

1. Teacher forms two teams consist of 10 students

1.Ball heading

make them to stand in semi circles, assisgn one

among them as leader, who will throw the ball in

chest stop.

air and others will practice heading. By jumping
towards the ball and contact with fore head this
skill is demonstrated by teacher and practiced by
student as taught.
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Day- 13

2.Chest stop

Practical

2. Trapping the ball by chest

2. Divide the students into two teams mark a semi

circle and make one team to stand on the semi
circle andother team will stand opposite to

them.when one team will through the ball to the
opposite player second team will observe the
direction of the ball and trap the ball by chest this
skill is demonstrated by teacher and practice by
students.

Day - 14

Construction of
Shotput sector
and rules

1.

Shot put sector

Practical

1.Shotput sector

1.Teacher draw a shotput circle and sector on the black

board and its dimensions to teach and facilitate to
students learning
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Day - 15

2. Shotput
rules

Day – 16
Learning

long jump pit

dimensions and

1.Long jump
pit

Theory

2.List out the shot put rules

2.Teaching shot put rules to the class and facilitate
students learning

1.The shape of the long jump pit and
measurements.

1. Teacher draw
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long jump pit diagram on the black

board and its dimensions to teach and facilitate to
students learning

measurements

Theory

and runway

2. Run way

2.Teacher teaches about the run way and facilitate
3. Run way measurements.

Day – 17

Learning skills
long jump
Take –off

Long jump

1.Take -off

students learning

Practical

1.Take -off.

1. While jumping on long jump student take off of the
takeoff board. After taking jump student should bring
both his feet forward and raise them as high as possible

landing

and body should lean forward, arms should be on side of
2.Landing

the feet. This skill demonstrated by teacher to facilitate
the students

2.Landing.

2. At the time landing both arms and legs should be
brought forward and land on the heel first and then hips

leaning forward. This activity is demonstrated by the
teacher and make to students learn and practice.
Day – 18
Uhtitha

dwipadasana

Padasparshame

1.Uhtitha

dwipadasana.

Practical

1. Uhtitha dwipadasana.

Teacher demonstrate the suggested asanas to the

students in clean and pleasant atomosphere and make
students to follow and practice. Observe the students
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rudhandasana

and make corrections.

Eka pada

shalabasana,

Shalabasana.

Day 19

2.

Padasparsham

2. Padasparshamerudhandasana.

erudhandasan

Practical

Teacher demonstrate the suggested asanas in calm and

pleasant place and make students to follow and practice.

a.

Day – 20

3.Eka pada

shalabasana.

Practical

3. Eka pada shalabasana.

Teacher demonstrate the suggested asanas in calm and

pleasant place and make students to follow and practice.
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Day –21

4.

Shalabhasana

Day – 22

Hinid lezium
Do rukh

Aage phalang

Hindi lezium

1. Do rukh.

Practical

4.Shalabhasana.

Teacher demonstrate the suggested asanas in calm and
pleasant place and make students to follow and practice.

Practical

1. Do rukh

Teacher make students form lane, and demonstrate the
position in lezium, continued with lezium exercise to the
students and make students practice by count and do

Peeche phalang

Day 23

necessary corrections.

2. Aage

Practical

2. Aage phalang

Teacher make students form lane, and demonstrate the
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phalang

position in lezium, continued with lezium exercise to the

students and make students practice by count and do
necessary corrections .

Day 24

3.Peeche
phalang

Day – 25

Drill and

About turn,

1 .Left turn.

Marc time marc

3. Peeche phalang

Teacher make students form lane, and demonstrate the

position in lezium, continued with lezium exercise to the
students and make students practice by count and do

necessary corrections

Left turn

Right turn

Practical

marching

1. Right turn

Practical

1. According to the number of students teacher divide

students in lane and demonstrate them with the
skill right turn make students to practice.

2. Right turn.

2. According to the number of students teacher divide

2. Left Turn

students in lane and demonstrate them with the skill left

.

turn make students to practice.
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Day – 26

3.About turn.

Practical

3.About turn.

3. According to the number of students teacher divide
students in lane and demonstrate them with the skill
about turn make students to practice.

4.Marc time marc.

4. According to the number of students teacher divide

4.marc time

students in lane and demonstrate them with the skill marc

marc

Day – 27
First Aid

First Aid

treatment

fracture

Fracture and

1.Bone

2.Treatment

time marc make students to practice.

Theory

1. Types of fracture

1.Teacher display the picture of bone fracture and types
of fracture to the students make them to list out.

2. Method of treatment.

Imagine student got fractured and demonstrate to
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student how to treat and make students to follow and

practice.

Day – 28

Pranayama

Pranayama

and stretch both

arms sideward

Breathe slowly
the arms

sideward and
forward,

Stretch the arms
forward and
breathe,

Stand on toes

1.Stretch both

1. Stretch both arms sideward and
forward

the method of breathing in

pranayama to the students to facilitate their learning
teacher make necessary corrections by observing while
students practice

and forward

Note:- teacher inform about the terms puraka, rechaka,

2.Stretch the

kumbaka) of breathing.

arms forward
and breathe

Teacher demonstrate

Practical

2. Stretch the arms forward and
breathe

and breathe

Shasha swasa,
Swana swasa,

Vyagra swasa.
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Day – 29

3.Stand on
toes and

3. Stand on toes and breathe.

breathe.

Teacher demonstrate

Practical

the method of breathing in

pranayama to the students to facilitate their learning
teacher make necessary corrections by observing while
students practice

Note:- teacher inform about the terms puraka, rechaka,
kumbaka) of breathing.
4. Shasha swasa
4.Shasha
swasa

Day – 30

Practical
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5.Swana
swasa.

5. Swana swasa.

Teacher demonstrate

the method of breathing in

pranayama to the students to facilitate their learning
teacher make necessary corrections by observing while
students practice

Note:- teacher inform about the terms puraka, rechaka,
kumbaka) of breathing.
6.Vyagra swasa
6.Vyagra
swasa
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